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Abstract - To perform the secure communication of 
multiple mobile terminals (i.e. secure unicast communi-
cation or secure multicast communication), the encryp-
tion key should be shared among the terminals that join 
the communication. In such a case, if the same encryp-
tion key would be repeatedly used, the key disclosure 
from the stolen terminal might cause the wire tapping 
and decryption of the encrypted communication. To 
minimize the risk of the disclosure, the renewal of pre-
shared key must be operated. In this paper, we propose 
the renewal method of pre-shared key for secure com-
munication of multiple mobile terminals. In this method, 
each terminal will renew its pre-shared key by one-way 
function (e.g. hash function) according to the instruction 
from the management server. We also apply the pro-
posed method to the secure communication systems 
between multiple mobile terminals where the key renew-
al commands from the system management server to 
each mobile terminal is distributed through the broadcast 
data distribution systems. 

 
Keywords: Secure Communication, Mobile Computing, 
Pre-shared Key Cryptography, Key Renewal, Broadcast 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of mobile communication terminals and 

mobile networks enables the real-time communication 
using these devices. To protect against the unauthorized 
disclosure (i.e. wire tapping) of the communication be-
tween these terminals, the end-to-end encryption be-
tween mobiles is required. In addition, if the terminal is 
lost or stolen, the unauthorized use of such terminals, the 
decryption of encrypted communications using the stolen 
key from such terminals, the leakage of confidential 
information in such terminals should be also prevented. 
We’ve proposed the method of key/device management 
to realize the secure real-time communication in world-
wide mobile environment [1]. In this method, the end-to-
end encryption keys are frequently generated on the 
system management server and distributed to each ter-
minal using one-way communication, such as the digital 

broadcast data distribution systems. In case of the loss or 
robbery of terminals, the encryption keys and the secret 
information will be erased and the terminal will be ini-
tialized by the remote control from the system manage-
ment server. We’ve designed the protocol that realizes 
the management of encryption keys as well as the man-
agement of mobile terminals. As a result, we’ve con-
firmed that the sharing/updating encryption keys are 
achieved without any operation of the mobile terminal 
users. We’ve also confirmed that the lost/stolen terminal 
is excluded by the remote operation command of system 
management server and the cooperative action of the 
other terminals. In this paper, we propose the method 
renewal method of pre-shared key for secure communi-
cation of multiple mobile terminals. In this method, each 
terminal will renew its pre-shared key by one-way func-
tion (e.g. hash function) according to the instruction 
from the management server. We also apply the pro-
posed pre-shared key renewal method to this system. 

In Section 2, we introduce the secure communication 
based on the pre-shared cryptography and threats to it. In 
Section 3, we summarize the existing methods to protect 
against these threats. In Section 4, we propose the meth-
od of the pre-shared key renewal. In Section 5, we apply 
the proposed method to the secure real-time communica-
tion system. Finally, we conclude in Section 6. 

2 THREATS TO PRE-SHARED KEY 
 CRYPTOGRAPHY 

2.1 Secure Communication 
 based on Pre-shared Cryptography 

To perform the secure communication of multiple 
mobile terminals, the encryption key should be shared 
among the terminals that join the communication. Fig-
ure 1 shows a method of sharing the encryption key 
based on the pre-shared key cryptography. In this meth-
od, the symmetric algorithm is used. Each mobile termi-
nal has the same key shared in advance (i.e. pre-shared 
key) [2]. At the time of communication, each terminal 
derives the session key (i.e. encryption key) from its pre-
shared key.  
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Figure 1: Secure Communication by Pre-shared Key 

 
Then the communication is encrypted with the derived 
encryption key [3]. 

2.2 Threats from Key Disclosure 
When a symmetric algorithm is used, the application of 

probable secure algorithms and the countermeasure 
against the attack on the implementation (e.g. side chan-
nel attack) are necessary [4][5][6]. They will protect 
against the unauthorized disclosure of the encrypted 
communication by the attack on the cryptographic algo-
rithms. However, if the mobile terminal may be stolen 
and the encryption key can be extract from the terminal, 
the key disclosure might cause the following wire tap-
ping.  
 

(1) Attempt to disclose past communication 
The attacker recorded the encrypted communication 

between terminals in advance. Then the attacker steals 
the one of the terminals and extracts the encryption key 
from it. Finally the attacker decrypts the pre-recorded 
communication by using the extract key. 
 

(2) Attempt to wiretap current/future communication 
If the terminals are used for the communication among 

the three or more terminals, the attacker steals one of the 
terminals. Then the attacker can wiretap the communica-
tion between the other terminals by using the stolen ter-
minal. Or the attacker extracts the encryption key from 
the terminal in order to decrypt the communications. 
 

Figure 2 shows the threats to the secure communication 
based on the symmetric algorithm caused from the key 
disclosure.  
Therefore the frequent renewal of the encryption key is 

necessary in order to decrease the risk of the disclosure 
of past communications. The deletion of the encryption 
key in the stolen terminal should be also considered to 
protect against the wiretapping of the current and future 
communications by using such terminal. 

3 EXISTING METHODS 

3.1 Key Renewal Methods 
There are several existing methods to renew the pre-

shared key for secure communication between the mo-
bile terminals. 
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Figure 2: Threat caused from Key Disclosure 

 
 (1) Pre-sharing plenty number of keys 

The plenty number of pre-shared keys should be gen-
erated in advance. Then these keys had been pre-
installed to each mobile terminal. The renewals of pre-
shared key will be performed at the sufficient cycles. 
 

(2) Renewal Key Establishment without Servers [2] 
When the renewal of pre-shared key is required, the 

mobile terminals communicate each other to establish 
the new pre-shared keys. In general, the asymmetric 
algorithm is used such as RSA key transfer algorithm or 
Diffie-Hellman key agreement algorithm. The combina-
tion with the digital signature algorithm such as DSA 
signature algorithm or RSA signature algorithm is must 
be also performed. 
 

(3) Renewal Key Establishment with Servers [7] 
When the renewal of pre-shared key is required, the 

mobile terminals communicate to the trusted server to 
establish the new pre-shared keys. In general, the server 
acts as the key distribution center (KDC) and generates 
the new pre-shared keys and distributes them to each 
mobile terminals. The well-known implementation of 
KDC is the Kerberos server. 

3.2 Terminal Management Methods 
There are several existing methods to protect against 

the unauthorized use of the stolen mobile terminals. 
 

(1) User Authentication 
The mobile terminal can be protected from the unau-

thorized use by the user authentication functions. The 
authentication information may be PIN, password and 
the biometrics authentication information (e.g. finger-
print). 
 

(2) Tamper Resistant Terminal 
The extraction of keys from the mobile terminal can be 

protected, if the mobile terminal has the tamper resistant 
function. The keys will be automatically erased when the 
stolen mobile terminal would be illegally opened. 
 

(3) Remote Management from Server [8] 
The mobile terminals are managed by the management 

server. When the mobile terminal would be stolen, the 
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remote operation command will be sent from the man-
agement server to the stolen terminal. Then the stolen 
terminal will be locked or initialized. In the latter case, 
the keys in the stolen terminal are erased. 

4 PROPOSED METHOD 

4.1 Design Policy 

We propose the method of the pre-shared encryption 
key management for the secure communication of multi-
ple mobile terminals. The design policies of our proposal 
are the followings. 
 
(1) Total Management by Administrator 

The management (i.e. renewal and deletion) of the pre-
shared key is an important element that decides a securi-
ty level of the secure communication system. So it 
should be performed by the order of the system adminis-
trator according to a security policy of the system. The 
users are not allowed to manage any pre-shared keys 
without the permission of the administrator. 
 
(2) No distribution of Renewal Key 

At the time of key renewal, if the updated pre-shared 
key is distributed from the key management server or 
transferred between mobile terminals, such keys might 
be wiretapped. To protect unauthorized disclosure of the 
renewal key, it will not be distributed nor transferred via 
network. 
 
(3) Deletion of Key in the stolen Terminal 

In case that the loss or robbery of mobile terminal 
might be happen, as described in Section 2.2, the extrac-
tion of encryption key cause the attempt to disclose the 
past encrypted communication. To protect against the 
decryption of the Pre-recorded secure communication, 
the keys in such terminal will be deleted. 

4.2 System Architecture 

Figure 3 shows the basic system architecture of the 
proposed method. The components of the system are 
defined as the followings. 

 

 User Terminal  
A terminal that perform the secure communication 
with other terminals using the pre-shared key. 

 Management Server  
A server to manage the whole pre-shared key 
among user terminals. 

 Pre-shared Key  
A key shared in advance among the user terminals. 
The pre-shared key consists of the following ele-
ments. 
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Figure 3: System Architecture of Proposed Method 
 
 

Element Meanings 
Key ID Specify the identifier of Key 

Key Encryption Key 
Generation 

Number 
Specify the current generation 
of key renewal 

Validity Peri-
od 

Specify the next key renewal 
date/time (optional element) 

 
 Key Generation Renewal Command  

A command sent from the management server to 
each user terminal in order to dictate the renewal of 
pre-shared key. The authentication value (e.g. the 
digital signature or the Message Authentication 
Code) is added to the command for the verification. 

 Pre-shared Key Renewal Mechanism  
A kind of cryptographic mechanism implemented 
on both the management server and user terminals. 
The input is the current pre-shared key and the out-
put is the next generation of pre-shared key. 

 Key Deletion Command  
A command sent from the management server to 
the specific user terminal in order to delete the keys 
in the stolen terminal. The authentication value is 
added to the command for the verification. 

4.3 Renewal of Pre-shared Key 
The pre-shared key is renewed according to one of the 

following instructions. 
 

(1) Renewal by Key Renewal Command from Server 
The management server creates the key generation re-

newal command and issues it to the user terminals. The 
user terminal that receive the command will verify it and 
renew own pre-shared key. 
 

(2) Automatic Renewal by Key Validity Period 
The management server creates and issues the key 

generation renewal command with the key validity peri-
od. The user terminal will automatically renew its own 
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pre-shared key when the key validity period would be 
expired. 
 

(3) Synchronized Renewal in case of Generation Gap 
The key generation renewal command from the man-

agement server may be lost. If it happens, the pre-shared 
key of the user terminal might not be renewed. When the 
key generation gap between the user terminals would be 
detected at the beginning of the secure communication, 
the user terminal will automatically renew the old pre-
shared key for synchronization. 

4.4 Renewal Mechanism Example 
The pre-shared key renewal mechanism in both the 

management server and the user terminals can be im-
plemented by using the probable secure one way func-
tions (e.g. hush functions). Figure 4 shows the example 
of the implementation, where the current pre-shared key 
has been inputted and the next generation of pre-shared 
key will be outputted. 
 

One Way
Function

One Way
Function

One Way
Function

One Way
Function

 
 

Figure 4: Pre-shared Key Renewal Mechanism 
 

4.5 Comparison with Existing Methods 
The pre-shared key is renewed when the administrator 

decides to renew the current pre-shared key and the 
management server sends the key generation renewal 
command. At the time, the updated pre-shared key itself 
is not sent from the key management server to mobile 
terminals. In existing methods, such as the renewal key 
establishment without/with servers, there is a threat that 
the transferred key may be stolen. However, in our pro-
posed method, the updated key can be protected from the 
wiretapping. In the one of the existing methods, the pre-
sharing plenty number of keys, the maximum number of 
times of key renewal is equal to the number of pre-
installed keys to mobile terminals. However, in our pro-
posed method, there is no limitation of the number of 
times of key renewal. 

5 APPLICATIONS 

5.1 Encryption Key Management through 
 Broadcast Data Distribution Systems 

We’ve proposed the secure real-time communication 
system where the pre-shared key for the end-to-end en-
cryption between mobile terminals are generated by the 
system management server and are distributed through 
the broadcast data distribution systems in [1] (Figure 5). 
In this paper, we apply the proposed pre-shared key re-
newal method to this system. 
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Figure 5: End-to-End Encryption Key Management 

through Broadcast Data Distribution Systems 
 
This secure real-time communication system consists of 

the following entities/elements. 
 

 Mobile Terminal  
A terminal that performs the secure real-time com-
munication of voices and movies. To protect 
against the unauthorized disclosure, the end-to-end 
encryption is operated. 

 System Management Server  
A trusted server that generates and distributes the 
pre-shared keys used for the secure communication 
between mobile terminals. It also orders the renew-
al of pre-shared keys among the mobile terminals 
and the deletion of keys in the stolen mobile termi-
nal. 

 Broadcast Data Distribution System  
A network used for the one-way communication 
from the system management server to each mobile 
terminal, such as the broadcast data distribution 
service using the satellite communication. 

 

The following three types of keys are used in this sys-
tem. 
 

 Device Key – Kd  
A pre-shared key between each mobile terminal and 
the system management server. A device key is 
used to encrypt the commands that are sent from 
the system management server to each terminal. It 
is also used to archive integrity of the commands. 
We use the notation KdX<A> to denote a device 
key of the mobile terminal A, the generation num-
ber of which is X. The notation Kd0<A> denotes 
the initial device key for the mobile terminal A 
generated by the system management server. 

 Master Key – Km  
A pre-shared key between mobile terminals that 
perform secure communication. An initial master 
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key is generated in the system management server 
and distributed to each mobile terminal via a key 
distribution command. We use the notation 
KmY<A, B> to denote a master key between the 
mobile terminal A and B, the generation number of 
which is Y. The notation Km0<A, B> denotes the 
initial master key for mobile terminal A and B gen-
erated by the system management server. 

 Session Key – Ks  
An encryption key between mobile terminals that 
perform secure communication. A session key is 
derived from the master key shared in advance. We 
use the notation KsZ(KmY<A, B>) to denote a ses-
sion key derived from the master key KmY<A, B>, 
the generation number of which is Z. 

 

In addition, we used the following notations to denote 
the cryptographic operations using these keys [9]. 
 

{X}K  :  Encryption (with MAC) of plaintext X with  
               Key K to provide confidentiality and integrity 
[[X]]K : Encryption of plaintext X with key K 

                 to provide confidentiality 
[X]K : MAC of plaintext X with key K to provide 

               integrity 

5.2 Pre-sharing Device Key 
The device keys must be shared between the system 

management server and each mobile terminal before the 
operation of the secure communication system would be 
started. The system management server generates the 
device keys for each mobile terminal. Then each device 
key was pre-distributed to the corresponding terminals 
securely. For example, the administrator operates the 
management server to generate the device keys and in-
stall them to each mobile terminal. Then he distributes 
the mobile terminal to each user. Figure 6 shows the pre-
sharing device key between the system management 
server and the mobile terminals. The system manage-
ment server generates the initial device key Kd0<Alice> 
and Kd0<Bob>. Then Alice’s initial device key 
Kd0<Alice> is installed to Alice’s mobile terminal and 
Bob’s initial device key Kd0<Bob> is installed to Bob’s 
mobile terminal. 

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Kd0<Alice>
Kd0<Bob>

…

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Kd0<Alice>
Kd0<Bob>

…

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

 
Figure 6: Pre-sharing Device Key 

5.3 Distribution of Master Key 
The system management server generates the master 

keys which are used for the secure communication be-
tween mobile terminals. Then the master keys are en-
crypted with the pre-shared device keys where the only 
legal terminal can decrypt the encrypted master key. 
Then system management server distributes the encrypt-
ed master keys via the broadcast data distribution sys-
tems to the whole mobile terminals. For example, the 
system management server generates the initial master 
key Km0<Alice, Bob> between Alice and Bob. The 
server generates the key-encryption key Ktmp and en-
crypts the master key Km0<Alice, Bob> with the key-
encryption key Ktmp. The both encryptions of the key-
encryption key Ktmp with Alice’s device key 
Kd0<Alice> and Bob’s device key Kd0<Bob> are added 
to the encrypted master key. The encrypted master key 
MKm<Alice, Bob> sent from the management server to 
mobile terminals is defined as the following.  

 

MKm<Alice, Bob> 
  = [[Km0<Alice, Bob>]]Ktmp 
 || {Ktmp}Kd0<Alice> 
 || {Ktmp}Kd0<Bob>     
 

That is, the master key Km0<Alice, Bob> can be only 
decrypted with either Alice’s device key Kd0<Alice> or 
Bob’s device key Kd0<Bob>. The encrypted master key 
for Alice and Bob is distributed through the satellite 
broadcast data distribution system. It means that all mo-
bile terminals including Carol’s receive the encrypted 
master key, but only Alice’s and Bobs’ can be decrypt it. 
Figure 7 shows the generation and distribution of master 
keys. In this figure, the information exchanged between 
entities is defined as the following. 

1. SMS→{Alice, Bob, …}: MKm<Alice, Bob> 

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> 
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MKm<Alice, Bob> 1. MKm<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> 
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MKm<Alice, Bob> 1. MKm<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>  
Figure 7: Generation and Distribution of Master Key 

5.4 Generation of Session Keys 
At the time of secure communication, each mobile 

terminal derives the session key from the pre-shared 
master key. Then their communication is encrypted with 
the session key. The session key should be re-derived 
from the same master key when it would be used to en-
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crypt/decrypt the specific number of times. For example, 
when Alice’s mobile terminal and Bob’s mobile terminal 
share the master key Km0<Alice, Bob>, a sequence of 
session keys, such as {KS

1(Km0<Alice, Bob>), 
KS

2(Km0<Alice, Bob>), …} is derived from the pre-
shared master key. Then communication between Alice 
and Bob is encrypted with those session keys. At the 
beginning of communication, the first session key 
KS

1(Km0<Alice, Bob>) is derived from the master key 
Km0<Alice, Bob>. Then the communication is encrypted 
with the first session key. When the first session key is 
used for encryption a thousand times, the second session 
key KS

2(Km0<Alice, Bob>) is derived from the master 
key and will be used for next thousand times encryption. 
Figure 8 shows the generation of session keys and secure 
communication with them. In this figure, the information 
exchanged between entities is defined as the followings. 

1. Alice←→Bob: {Data}KS
1(Km0<Alice, Bob>) 

… 
n. Alice←→Bob: {Data}KS

1(Km0<Alice, Bob>) 
n+1. Alice←→Bob: {Data}KS

2(Km0<Alice, Bob>) 
… 
2n. Alice←→Bob: {Data}KS

2(Km0<Alice, Bob>) 
where 

n: Maximum number of encryption times using the 
same session key 
 

Alice Bob

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

1. {Data}Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
…
n. {Data}Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
n+1. {Data}Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
…
2n. {Data}Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>)

Km0<Alice, Bob> →
{Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>), 

Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>), …}

Km0<Alice, Bob> →
{Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>), 

Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>), …}

Alice Bob

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

1. {Data}Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
…
n. {Data}Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
n+1. {Data}Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>)
…
2n. {Data}Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>)

Km0<Alice, Bob> →
{Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>), 

Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>), …}

Km0<Alice, Bob> →
{Ks1(Km0<Alice, Bob>), 

Ks2(Km0<Alice, Bob>), …}  
Figure 8: Generation of Session Keys 

5.5 Renewal of Device Key 
The device keys are used for the one-way secure 

communication from the system management server to 
each mobile terminal. Therefore the keys should be re-
newed at the sufficient intervals. When the renewal of 
device keys is necessary, it is operated according to the 
instructions described in Section 4.3. For example, the 
system management server sends the device key renewal 
command that instructs the renewal of the initial device 
key to the next generation. The system management 
server also renews its own device keys of each mobile 
terminal. That is, the renewal device keys Kd1<Alice> 
and Kd1<Bob> are derived from the initial device keys 
Kd0<Alice> and Kd0<Bob> respectively. In Alice’s mo-
bile terminal, the renewal device key Kd1<Alice> is 

derived from the initial device key Kd0<Alice>. In Bob’s 
mobile terminal, the renewal device key Kd1<Bob> is 
derived from the initial device key Kd0<Bob>. Figure 9 
shows the renewal of device keys by sending the device 
key renewal command from the system management 
server to each mobile terminal. In this figure, the infor-
mation exchanged between entities is defined as the 
following. 

1. SMS→{Alice, Bob, …}: MRnKd 
where 

MRnKd: Device Key Renewal Command 
 

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> → Kd1<Alice>
Kd0<Bob> → Kd1<Bob>

…

1. MRnKd 1. MRnKd

Kd0<Alice> → Kd1<Alice> Kd0<Bob> → Kd1<Bob>

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> → Kd1<Alice>
Kd0<Bob> → Kd1<Bob>

…

1. MRnKd 1. MRnKd

Kd0<Alice> → Kd1<Alice> Kd0<Bob> → Kd1<Bob>  
Figure 9: Renewal of Device Key 

 
The mobile terminals will also renew the device keys 

when the validity of the current device key would be 
expired or when the generation gap of the device keys 
would be detected. 

5.6 Renewal of Master Key 
The master keys are used to derive the session keys 

(encryption keys) between mobile terminals. The master 
key should be renewed at the sufficient intervals. In 
some cases, the master keys must be renewed at every 
time when the new secure session would be established 
between the same pair of mobile terminals. Thus the 
renewal of master keys are operated according to the 
instructions described in Section 4.3. For example, the 
system management server sends the master key renewal 
command that instructs the renewal of the initial master 
key to the next generation. In Alice’s mobile terminal, 
the renewal master key Km1<Alice, Bob> is derived 
from the initial master key Km0<Alice, Bob>. In Bob’s 
mobile terminal, the same renewal is performed. Fig-
ure 10 shows the renewal of master keys by sending the 
master key renewal command from the system manage-
ment server to each mobile terminal. In this figure, the 
information exchanged between entities is defined as the 
following. 

1. SMS→{Alice, Bob, …}: MRnKm 
where 

MRnKm: Master Key Renewal Command 
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Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice>
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MRnKm 1. MRnKm

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice>
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MRnKm 1. MRnKm

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>  

Figure 10: Renewal of Master Key (1) 
 
The mobile terminals will also renew the master keys 

when the validity of the current master key would be 
expired or when the generation gap of the master keys 
would be detected. For example, Alice’s mobile terminal 
received the master key renewal command from the 
system management server and performed the master 
key renewal from Km0<Alice, Bob> to Km1<Alice, 
Bob>. But Bob’s mobile terminal didn’t receive the 
same command because of the loss of packets. At the 
beginning of the secure communication, the both mobile 
terminals negotiate of which master keys they have. 
Then Bob’s mobile terminal detects the loss of the mas-
ter key renewal command and perform the derivation of 
the renewal master key Km1<Alice, Bob> from 
Km0<Alice, Bob>. Figure 11 shows another renewal of 
master keys by the detection of generation gap between 
the mobile terminals. 
 

Alice Bob

Km1<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>

Detection of
Generation Gap

Alice Bob

Km1<Alice, Bob>

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Km0<Alice, Bob>
→ Km1<Alice, Bob>

Detection of
Generation Gap

 
Figure 11: Renewal of Master Key (2) 

 
The renewal of master keys may be achieved by the re-

distribution of new master keys from the system man-
agement server. If the distribution of renewal key (see 
Section 3.1) may be acceptable, the new master keys, 
such as {K’m0<Alice, Bob>, K’’m0<Alice, Bob>, …} 
might be distributed by the same procedure as mentioned 
in Section 5.3. 

5.7 Deletion of Keys 
If the mobile terminal might be stolen, the user would 

report that to the system administrator. The administrator 
will operate the system management server in order to 
create the key deletion command and send it to the stolen 

terminal. The terminal that receives the command will 
delete the all cryptographic keys inside. In some cases, 
the initialization of the mobile terminal (the deletion of 
everything inside the terminal) may be performed by 
sending the terminal initialization command instead. For 
example, the system management server sends the ter-
minal initialization command that contains the identifier 
of Alice’s mobile terminal (TermID), its issuing date 
(Date) and the reason of initialization (Reason). The 
command MInit sent from the system management server 
to mobile terminals is defined as the following. 

MInit = MInitTBA || MACs 
MInitTBA = TermID || Date || Reason 
MACs = [MInitTBA]Kd0<Alice> 

                || [MInitTBA]Kd0<Bob> 
                || … 
 

The command contains not only the MAC (message 
authentication code) for Alice but also the MACs for 
Bob and others. Therefore all mobile terminals can veri-
fy the validity of the command. The detailed use of this 
command in other mobile terminals is described in [1]. 
Figure 12 shows the deletion of keys in the stolen termi-
nal. In this figure, the information exchanged between 
entities is defined as the following. 

1. SMS→{Alice, Bob, …}: MInit 
 

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> 
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MInit 1. MInit

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>

Alice Bob

SMS

Kd0<Alice> 
Kd0<Bob>

…

1. MInit 1. MInit

Kd0<Alice> Kd0<Bob>  
Figure 12: Deletion of Keys in stolen Terminal 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose the renewal method of the pre-
shared key for the secure communication of multiple 
mobile terminals. We also apply the proposed method to 
the secure real-time communication systems where the 
management operations from the system management 
server to the mobile terminals are distributed through the 
broadcast data distribution systems. The prototype of this 
system is being implemented, but not completed yet [10]. 
We will extend our implementation to support the pro-
posed method and evaluate its effectiveness. 
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